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Oceanside Photographers Club
Welcomes Visitors
Visitors may attend two free meetings (either/or
general meeting or education meeting) before
deciding whether to join the club. Please check in at
the membership desk as you enter. The annual dues
are $48 for the first year (which includes a name tag)
and $36 per year afterwards. Dues are prorated
monthly for new members joining

Meeting Times
General Meetings are held the first
Wednesday of the month from 7:00 to 9:00
pm in the West Hall at the Qualicum Beach
Civic Centre.
Education Meetings take place on the third
Tuesday of the month at 7:00 pm in the
Windsor Room at the Qualicum Beach Civic
Centre except during July, August and
December.

The aim of the Oceanside Photographers Club is to promote learning, sharing
and the enjoyment of photography in a convivial atmosphere.
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This newsletter is published monthly via
posting to the club website. Back issues can
also be accessed from the website.
SUBMISSIONS
The newsletter team welcomes
suggestions, questions, ideas and photos
that illustrate club activities.
Sold an image? Exhibiting? Win a photo
contest? Taking a photography related
course? Been travelling and have a story
and images to share? Other members
would be interested in hearing about it.
Please send material to the Newsletter
Team at newsletter.opc@gmail.com

CLUB MEETINGS
CONTACT DETAILS

Please remember to wear your name tag to
club meetings and events.

http://oceansidephotographers.ca/wp

Lost your name tag? See Frieda at the
membership desk to order another, or
contact her at:
membership.opc@gmail.com

For club executive contact information, upcoming
general meetings, field trips, education meetings and
assignments, please visit the OPC website.

COVER PHOTOS
Puffins at Witless Bay, Newfoundland, Canada
By Paul Edelenbos
Taken with a Canon 5D mark 4
Settings: F5.6 1/2000 sec ISO 4000 at 400mm
Puffins at Skomer Island, Pembrokeshire, Wales
By Teresa Lange Kings
Taken with a Sony ILCE-6000
Settings: F6.3 1/320 sec ISO 100 at 200mm

Oceanside Photographers

Due to allergies, asthma and other
conditions, we request that you do not use
any fragrance when attending club
meetings.
AFFILIATIONS
Oceanside Photography Club
is a member of the Canadian Association
of Photographic Art.
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Our Trip to Newfoundland
By Paul Edelenbos
Lois and I were headed to Newfoundland on holiday recently and I had worried a lot about whether or
not I would be able to carry my big (600mm) lens on board with me. It turned out that my worry was
unfounded and we were off. Thanks to Wayne Duke’s suggestion we had prearranged a rental car and
all of our Bed and Breakfast accommodations. We usually take things day by day but Wayne had told
us how busy things are and we took his advice thank God because I am too old to be sleeping in a car.
We started off in St. John’s and spent one day there at the beginning of our trip and would spend
another day there at the end of our trip.
Our next stop was Witless Bay as there is an ecological reserve there with thousands of common
Murres and Atlantic puffins. The puffins mate for life and lay only one egg per year in an underground
burrow. Capelin, a small forage fish of the smelt family, is their main source of food during this
time. Once the breeding season is over and the young ones are fledged, they spend the rest of their
time out on the open ocean until the next year.
We knew there would be no icebergs at this time of year but had hoped to see some Humpbacks feeding
but had no luck with this. We did not realize that Beluga whales sometimes make an appearance.
Our next stop was Cape St. Mary’s to watch the Northern Gannets. This was very accessible after a
short hike and then we were among thousands of them - what a sight!!
For the whole trip we wanted to stay along the coast and get a taste of the island life, quaint towns,
churches and beautiful vistas everywhere and also be able to take some nice hikes.
Another must stop was Cape St. Bride for more puffins. After we had settled into our Bed and Breakfast
we hiked out to the point but there were no puffins in sight as, according to the locals, most had already
left but they said that we should try again early in the morning. The next morning we were met with a
very strong windstorm but we went anyway and we were lucky
although trying to hold a 600mm lens in a windstorm was quite a
challenge

Oceanside Photographers
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We spent a couple of nights in Twillingate and enjoyed a night of dinner theatre which included music
and skits and then left for Gros Morne National Park for more grand vistas. Next was our longest drive
of the trip and our last few days spent in towns like Heart’s Delight and Heart’s Content where the first
transatlantic cable came on shore. Our last couple of days on the peninsula were near St. John’s and
finally off to Toronto to spend time with family.
It was a trip well worth taking - a province of great people and great places to visit and you can’t go
without trying the cod tongues.

Oceanside Photographers
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The Puffins of Skomer Island
By Teresa Lange Kings
One of my reasons for a trip to the UK this year was to see Puffins. Research informed us the easiest
place to go was Skomer Island, a small island off the coast of South West Wales. I was somewhat
concerned because of the steep climb needed to get up onto the island. However my cousin had a house
near by that we could use free of charge so I decided to give it a try.
Skomer Island is a protected island bird sanctuary open in the summer months. Only 150 people a day
are allowed on the island and the time of stay is limited to four hours. Licensed boats carry people back
and forth to the mainland fifty at a time and the same boat has to be caught for the return trip. The only
week Norman, Gwyn my brother and I could go coincided with the school break. That week there were
also severe winds so the first three days the boats did not run. We left early on the Thursday to line up
for landing tickets only to reach the kiosk after all the tickets were sold! I was devastated but all was not
lost as we could go on a “cruise” around the island. We climbed down the narrow pathway to get on the
boat with fifty other people. We were packed in like sardines- no room to swing a point and shoot,
never mind a DSLR with a long lens. I twisted myself around to get a view of the sea, which was alive
with birds—Razorbills, Guillemots, Gulls and Puffins. As the boat rocked and swayed, I tried to take
some photos only to be jostled and bumped by the large person beside me who had no interest in
photography. The boat also stayed a way out from the island so the birds were not much more than
specks! Our trip was also cut short because of the weather. Such a disappointment!
It took some persuading bit I managed to get my brother, the one with the car, to try again next day.
Another line up but SUCCESS we got our landing passes. The day was gorgeous and the sea calm. We
caught the red boat and set off for the island. The climb was worse than they said and then there was a
steep incline following it. Where are the Puffins?
None to be seen! Oh no not again. We followed the path and a puffin popped up here and there
in the distance.

Oceanside Photographers
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But wait, what are all those people doing over there? Picking up our pace we headed for the cliffs. I
could hardly believe my eyes-Puffins by the hundreds. All around us were entrances
to burrows and Puffins murmuring and chatting inside them.

Along the cliff were the younger birds who had not yet found a mate. They hung around in small groups
or pairs chattering among themselves. They were not in the least bothered by the people and some
wandered across the path between legs. The naturalist told us that the people kept away the predatory
Black Backed Gulls. We were able to see thousands of Guillemots crowded on the opposite cliffs
sheltering eggs and a few young.
It was an amazing experience to be so close to the delightful birds. We were too early to
see them bringing fish to their young because they not had hatched yet. That’s for the next visit.
The return climb down the terrifying steps gave us a close up view of Razorbill. I could hardly
move the next day but it was worth it!

Oceanside Photographers
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Shooting the Skies
By Jack Harynuk
Earlier this year John Critchley and I signed up for a course on shooting the Milky Way. We went out
for a trial evening to Little Mountain when there was little moonlight and clear skies in preparation for
the all night session. Unfortunately, the course was delayed due to cloudy skies a couple of times and is
now scheduled for next spring. However, our interest in night shooting remained high and when I told
John that the end of September was ideal with clear skies and a couple of evenings with solar activity,
he was game.

We started at the far end of the jetty in French Creek and then made our way to Columbia Beach over
two hour period. There was a fair amount of ambient light at French Creek. We didn’t have
magnificent dancing aurora and had to use our imaginations to see what we thought was in the
skies. Our shots ranged from 20 to 30 seconds with ISO settings from 320 to 800 and we found that
400 worked well for the light.
ON1 has the remarkable capability to really consume disk space. The original image is 24MB which is
typical for most of my raw shots. ON1 adds separate updateable layers for each filter and the final
image has grown to 370MB! By having an updateable image you can go back and change any of the
filters at any time. If you have concerns about the size of the images, you export the final version to a
jpg and then delete the ON1 copy.

Oceanside Photographers
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Bella Coola Grizzly Tour
By Wayne Duke
On September 15th Pete Caljouw and I headed off for a week’s adventure. We made it to Williams Lake
for the first of two nights. On the morning of the 16th we headed west along Hwy 20 to our day’s
destination, Farwell Canyon. It had been years since I was through this part of the country, but I remembered it as an impressive area and looked forward to photographing some of its highlights. The
road, like most of our back country roads, was gravel and dusty but in very good shape. We were
constantly on the lookout for logging trucks and in most cases they could be spotted well off in the distance with the dust clouds they produced. I must say that the dust at times gave the area a soft
appearance but I would not suggest changing lenses unless very sure conditions allow it. This
underlines the need for a second camera setup, which, as we get more serious about our craft is almost a
must.
As we neared one of the areas I vaguely remembered, we stopped at a lookout. From this vantage point
we could see how the canyon had been carved through the rocks by the river and the winding gravel
road leading off into the hillside. We continued down to the valley floor, being very careful so that we
didn’t unexpectedly come upon a truck driver with a load of logs.
The scenery just got better as we approached the river below, then as I remembered, a single lane bridge
appeared. We ended up spending most of our time in this area. You could see where the first nations
people stood on the rocks to dip net for salmon, the man-made fish ladders and the Hoodoos that cascaded above us. Did I mention the dust stirred up by the trucks going by? Well standing just off the
bridge while a truck went by was not so pleasant. From this vantage point we moved a short distance to
view, from above, an area called “the settlement”. The river curved around us approximately 270
degrees but from our position we could photograph the old log buildings. We eventually drove along a
road that took us to the site and walked around and explored this fabulous region. Apparently the area
is part of the Gang Ranch property, but in that country everything seems to be Gang Ranch. As the day
lengthened we decided to travel closer to the Gang Ranch headquarters. We were glad we did as we saw
a very large brown (Black Bear). I spotted it sitting on a hillside in very open country and quickly
proceeded to photograph it with my tripod mounted camera (600mm lens). As the day was ending we
headed off to our hotel room in Williams Lake. Pete will tell you that I got us lost. I explained to him
that I was not lost, I just wasn’t sure where the road we were on went. An hour later we made our way
back onto Hwy. 97, however we were 1 ½ hrs. south of our intended destination for the night.
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The following day we left heading West on Hwy 20 once again, but this time our room awaited us in Hagensborg, a few miles from Bella Coola. After about a 5 hour drive and managing an area called the Hill
we arrived in Tweedsmuir Provincial Park. Our first stop was a viewing platform that is in the park. This
would be used everyday at some point if we were not rafting, which we did on two different occasions.
This was my first time in this region and I must say I was surprised at just how beautiful it is. Another
surprise was how quickly the weather would change. For the most part it was very favourable.
Our first raft of the Atnarko River, which flows into the Bella Coola River, was on day one. We did an
afternoon drift and had about 7 different sightings of bears, both Black and Grizzly. We did see a
cinnamon coloured Black Bear with a black cub on a couple of different occasions. The drift itself lasted
about 3 hours. We were in an inflatable raft which would accommodate 6 plus the guide and floated leisurely downstream. Time would be spent viewing (photographing) up to about 25 minutes before moving on so as to not case stress or disturb it’s natural habits. I felt that the viewing from the raft allowed
us to be on their level, making for better photos at times. However, movement at times both from
people and the flow of the water could cause for difficult shooting at times. That was not unexpected,
but trying to figure out what lens to use was a little more difficult. The first trip down river I chose to
take two cameras, one with a 70-200mm and the other with a 200-400mm. I used a monopod with the
larger lens and that worked better than average. From that experience I have decided on the next trip I
would only take the 200-400mm f4 with the monopod. It made things much easier to work with only
one piece of equipment. The river is not that wide, but the lens allowed me the zoom option. Pete, found
that his 100-400 worked will for him on his Canon body. Our second rafting trip was during the
morning, and it started slowly with viewings and up to mid-way we had only two sightings. Nearing the
end of the float we finally got treated to a great show. A 4 year old Grizzly came out from behind our
raft, walked the edge of the river and crossed into a small side channel. It was here that he started to
chase salmon up and down the stream. That was when I was glad I had the new Nikon D5. I was able to
do serious bursts, up to 12 frames per second to catch his antics. Like all shots, some are great some less
so. People in the raft did move being excited with what they were viewing. Pete and I were the only two
dedicated wildlife photographers there so I understand how things can happen when people have never
witnessed such a spectacle before. That bear made the float worth it. Up to that it was so so.

The viewing platform in the park could get
crowded with the number of viewers and
photographers. The whole area was tightly
managed by park staff/volunteers. The area
was fenced and surrounded by electric wire,
which I am glad to say never came into play,
but we did have some close viewings. In closing
I will likely plan a return trip next season and
book early. I will do 3 rafting trips at least and
spend less time in the viewing area. I will
rebook with the Bella Coola Mountain Lodge
and take a suite so I can cook rather than drive
into Bella Coola. If anyone is interested, let me
know and I will provide more information.
Oceanside Photographers
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Stump a Chump - Send questions to newsletter.opc@gmail.com
Holiday Snaps that Hit the Spot
With the holidays just around the corner it is the perfect time for reviewing techniques for taking
pictures of people and especially children that stand the test of time and will be become cherished
memories in the years ahead. It really doesn’t matter if you are using a cell phone or a DSLR or
anything in between as there are at least some of these tips that apply to all cameras which is sort of
why I mentioned them in the first place. Pick your moment! (Too much flash!) - P.S. The image below
is not one of mine, but a random shot from the internet.

Tip Number One:
The best photographs of kids are often achieved with a
camera at their eye level. Pictures taken from above can be
unflattering and hide important features of the face and by
sitting on the floor or squatting down so that the camera is
at the child’s eye height, a far more flattering pose is
almost guaranteed. One that will stand a much better
chance of being favoured into the future.
Tip Number Two:
Use higher ISO values and take the camera out of AUTO mode to give greater flexibility with setting
for the ISO. (Try program or “P” for “Perfect”). You will need to experiment to see just how much
ISO gives a suitably noise free photo, but going to ISO 1600 will give more pleasing results than
banging away with the flash going off in the little one’s eyes.
Tip Number Three:
Shoot moments, not posed photos. This is also known as shooting candid photos. Try to get pictures
of people doing whatever they are doing, laughing, playing, opening presents, etc. Use tip number
one and get down to their eye level.
Tip Number Four:
Know when to say “when”! It can get a bit lame to always be shooting pictures so try to limit the
photos to moments that have some meaning and to the people who are most involved. A few timely
photos will make better memories than dozens of pictures of the same gift being opened.
Now in terms of photographic technique there are a couple more bonus tips I can suggest.

Bounce Flash
If you have an external flash for the camera, point the flash head up at 90 degrees so that the flash is
bounced off the ceiling. This will give lots of extra illumination and at the same time it will
eliminate the harsh shadows typical of direct flash. All in all this gives a much more pleasing result
than direct flash. If you do not have an external flash, use a flash diffuser or tape some white tissue over
the flash head to act as a diffuser.
Oceanside Photographers
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Also, some cameras have the ability to change the ratios between ambient light and flash light so that
you can include objects at a greater distance for the camera in your photos than just the closest subject.
This is a somewhat unknown feature of the Nikon system on their more expensive cameras (DSLR) and
is known as flash compensation.
Custom menu setting: #E - Exposure Compensation Using Flash (Exposure comp for flash). This
function first appeared on the D4, and the D500 is the latest other model with it (also on the D600,
D610, D750, D810, D71oo, D7200 and Df). This custom setting allows you to isolate the exposure
compensation to the ambient exposure (what Nikon calls “background”) only. With a setting of “Entire
Frame”, both flash and ambient exposure changes when you use exposure compensation (default).
With the setting of “Background Only”. Only the ambient (background) exposure changes when you use
exposure compensation. This can be very useful indoors to make sure you are including everybody in
the shot while using flash.
Prime Lens
If the budget will allow, or Santa knows you have been very good this year, you might invest/grovel for a
fast prime lens. Nikon has several available for relatively reasonable prices, there is a 20mm, 24mm,
28mm, 35mm, 50mm and 85mm, all at the super fast aperture of F1.8. They are also available at F1.4,
but here you had better be Santa yourself!
Any of these lenses will allow terrific subject isolation at the maximum aperture of F1.8 and also give
nicely creative bokeh in the background– especially if you can get some physical distance between the
subject and the background. Be careful to focus on the subject’s closest eye as the depth of field will be
very narrow with these fast prime lenses, and careless focussing will give unsatisfactory results. (Use
manual focus or single point servo). Also be aware that these lenses are terribly unforgiving of wrinkles
and other blemishes on the skin and could get you into trouble with, for instance, acned teenagers!

Oceanside Photographers
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Winners of Photo Assignment “Moving Water”

Colour

1

3

Waterfall
Beth Millar

Washing Grapes
Mary Watts

2

Skagway Falls
Jack Harynuk

HM

Oceanside Photographers
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Shelley Harynuk
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Winners of Photo Assignment “Moving Water”

Black and White

1

Spouting Water
Wayne Duke

2

3

Browns River
Ken Ginther

Cruise Wake
Jack Harynuk

Oceanside Photographers
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Winners of Photo Assignment “Moving Water”

Digital Art

1

Night Tide Departure Bay
Kevin McGuinness

2

2

Morning Wake
Jack Harynuk

Oceanside Photographers

3

Humpback Splash
Wayne Duke

Waterfall
Ken Ginther
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This and That
Wayne Duke Photograph Sold
I picked up this 24 x 36 inch canvas print from Island
Exposures Gallery, when suddenly I sold 2 copies and a
3rd one is being donated to Thorton Creek Hatchery for
a future fund raiser. My wall space is empty until I can
finally have one for myself to hang in my home. Not
such a bad thing considering that people like it enough
to part with their money to have it in their home.
Photo taken during my Bella Coola Grizzly tour.
Fast Raw Viewer Software
John Critchley shares a link for a piece of software he has started to use as an aid to assessing his
photos. John demonstrated this software at the October education meeting. For those who are
interested in purchasing it, visit http://www.fastrawviewer.com/. The cost is $19.99 USD.

Lightroom Tip: Setting White and Black Points
Shelley Harynuk gives us the following tip: There is a quick way of setting the white and black points
on any photo while in the develop module. Navigate to the “basic” adjustment area where the
“white” and “black” sliders are located, hold down the shift key and double click on the words
“whites” and “blacks”. Lightroom will determine the optimum setting and move the sliders to the
correct points. Voila!
Keep Your Photos Safe and Get the Most Out of Them
Donna Wickstrom sent us a link to an article on the BC Hydro Power Smart web site about keeping your
photos safe. Tips about storing our images is always welcomed. Thanks, Donna!
https://www.bchydro.com/news/conservation/2016/5-things-to-know-about-digital-images.html?
WT.mc_id=c-16-10_photos

Oceanside Photographers
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Club Exhibits Planned for 2017
By Levonne Gaddy
The MAC: McMillan Art Center in Parksville, Concert Gallery
Theme: Images of the Oceanside Area
Date of show: May 2017
Opening Reception: early May
MAC takes a 30% commission.
Parameters:
All pieces must be for sale.
45 pieces in the show.
One (1) piece per member unless there are fewer than 45 participants, then will allow more than
one (1) piece per member depending on how many spaces are left.
Size:
Up to 24” x 36”
On the day of hanging, piece must have picture hanging wire and be labeled with artists name, title
of piece, and the medium and retail price on back of each piece.
Photographs taken in 2016 or 2017 and previously unsubmitted work only.
Timeline:
FEBRUARY 2017: A call for club member participation will be made.
MARCH 1, 2017: You will be asked for specific “titles” of submissions.
MARCH 1, 2017: Submit a one-paragraph biographic statement and a jpeg image of your piece.
TOSH: The Old School House in Qualicum Beach, Brown Gallery
Theme: Images from Oceanside Photographers (can be from any area)
Date of show: October 30 to November 18, 2017
Opening Reception: Wednesday, November 1st at 2:00 p.m.
TOSH takes 40% commission.
Parameters:
40 One (1) piece per member unless there are fewer than 40 participants, then will allow more than
one (1) piece per member depending on how many spaces are left.
Size: up to 24” x 36”
All must be for sale.
Black frames and white mats with picture-hanging WIRE on back.
Photographs taken in 2016 or 2017 ( previously unsubmitted work only).
Timeline:
MAY 1, 2017: A call for club member participation will be made.
MAY 1, 2017: Will inquire as to whether you want to put greeting cards in the TOSH Gift Store.
JUNE 1, 2017: You will be asked for specific “titles” of submissions.
JUNE 1, 2017: Submit a one-paragraph biographic statement and a jpeg image of your piece.
Contact Levonne at vpexhibits.opc@gmail.com if you have questions.
Oceanside Photographers
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He’s Coming Back!

Rick Hulbert, that is! Oceanside Photographers Club is pleased to be welcoming Rick Hulbert back
for another of his well received all day photo workshops. Organized by John Critchley and
Rick Horte this workshop will be held on March 11, 2017. An announcement will be made at the
November General Meeting on Monday November 7, 2016. (Note the change in date for the
November meeting).
Similar to the last time Rick Hulbert presented, the workshop will be held at the Beach Club Resort in
Parksville from 9am to 5pm. Bring your own lunch - coffee, tea, and water will be provided. We will
also have door prizes at this event.
A description of the workshop topics will be announced in November.
Tickets will be sold at $45.00 for Oceanside Club Members and at $50.00 for other participants.
Don’t miss out on this informative and fun event! Tickets sold out quickly the last time Rick Hulbert
was here and only 100 tickets will be on offer.

OCEANSIDE PHOTOGRAPHERS CLUB EXECUTIVE 2016-2017
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